
Recovering the Human Self: an Independentist Manifesto

We seem to face a dual problem. On one hand those with some common sense left
understand that we ought to reconcile with nature and on the other this nature has
been completely taken over by a group that claims to be the representative of a lost
tradition but in reality has nothing to do with anything rural or either way connected to
nature. This group of neo-conservatives rising high in power and claiming to return to
certain  values  are  in  fact  completely  disconnected  to  any  of  the  primordial  roots
humanity so much need to rejuvenate.

There  are  no  political  movements  who  can  represent  our  return  to  this  primordial
nature. The political movements representing a return to a certain and rather backward
tradition are but the mask of an archaic type of authoritarism that will never ultimately
enable  the  freedom  of  people  to  truly  establish  an  intimate  relation  back  to  their
humaness simply because these neo-conservative movements are but in the first place
defending the interests of the landlords. The risk is here in fact that of returning to a
traditional master and slave relation.

If  we  have  thus  understood  that  in  order  to  heal  we  ought  to  develop  a  sort  of
humbleness in regards of nature we ought not to confuse nature with certain traditional
values  that  are  but  the  products  of  awful  power  struggle  and  are  not  in  reality
connected to a pure unconditioned relationship we can have with nature.  To put it
simply  we cannot  resort  to any  monotheistic  religion as  these religions  are  but  the
impositions of former empires onto their subjects. These subjects were likely to have
had  traditions  that  were  in  some  ways  connecting  humans  to  their  nature  and
establishing the necessary relation of reciprocal respect.

We ought not to dig in the primitive past to literally recover ancient rituals. They are just
encoded in our primitive selves. Opening some basic channels of communications with
our  nature and persevering with them is  the key to slowly rediscover a  whole new
dimension, a dimension that is highly necessary as it empties us of all the greediness
that so much destroys both our nature and our environment, a dimension that enriches
us of a spiritual element we ought to stop scorning.

A  few  centuries  of  socialist  and  ideologically  contaminated  politics  have  brought
forward the idea that it  is in human cooperation that humanity can thrive. Now the
dictum has changed to perhaps see this collaboration as the way to survive the disaster
caused  by  the  absurd  plan  to  provide  every  single  human  on  earth  with  modern
commodities.  The dictum is  now that  only  collaborating  we can  avoid  an imminent
catastrophe. Still however there is by far no discussion of recovering humans intimate



relation with their nature that is so essential to enter a healing state.

So if modern politics made us consume more and post-modern politics are making us
consume less, I would say that the balance is not what politicians with their scientists
tells  us.  It  is  plain  and simple that  the only  way each human can be moderate  and
extremely satisfied in life is establishing a dialogue with his or her own existence. All the
theories and hard thinking and sophisticated politics cannot and will not solve anything
without causing further damage in a different time and space.

It is only up to each of us to make something out of the dark corner we have for so long
vacated so used with are of all the blinding comforts. It is up to us to slowly learn to
dwell within it, to learn to appreciate the natural heat and light that we will with time be
able to perceive and ultimately fully appreciate. It is up to us to get in this state of initial
discomfort,  that of giving up all  the artificial comforts that are so much eroding our
nature.

How is it that we wish to solve the issue of our so harmful and so extreme dependencies
by making humans even more dependent to a society that is even more sophisticated?
Having dropped all together the faith in the society that society itself inculcates in each
of us in the educational system we ought to enroll  to from a very early age, we are
released as most antagonist beasts who tries to overcome one another all in the name
of only an official type of universal solidarity.

So in fact we are just but dependent to one another type of antagonism and are just
free to step over each other feet. Where collaboration occurs it is mostly where there is
a common interest and that is likely and plainly money. The exceptions are here those
who simply abstain themselves from such corrosive societal schemes and by so doing,
learning  to  replace  the  social  mandate  with  a  more  natural  call,  they  enable  their
independences.

Only  these  independences  at  last  are  the  fully  and  most  autonomous  and  most
regenerative entities we ought to aim on. There is in other words no more sustainable
configuration than a fully independent human. With independent I once again ought to
underline, a person or a human entity that has been disobeying the social dictum and
have been able to pursue a more intuitive path that has brought him or her or them to a
full understanding of their human nature and a development of a reciprocal and mutual
exchange with it.

It is thus not an egoist undertaking, to the contrary what can be quickly branded and
stigmatized as egoist hides in fact the secret and most ancient path humans at this point
ought to undertake in other to get some sanity back. To avoid accelerating a death they



have already been accelerating out of their blinding modern ideals which have always a
most philanthropic and inclusive and loving premise but always result into their exact
opposition. To be sure the more ardent is the ideal among people and the more once
this ideal gets official, the more the exact opposite value sets in place.

Perhaps the whole of humanity is already on a machine it can no longer control. There
are only speculations on how to maneuver it and the pilots are just telling the crew that
everything is under control while in fact themselves trying to figure out a way to safely
escape. I am not fond of this metaphor yet again I see that a mechanism has been put in
place and that this mechanism is getting way too elaborated and even automated. 

As the day approaches where society might becoming quasi fully automated it is more
and more important that there are examples of individuals attempting to maintain and
develop their independence. This comes with all the stigma of selfishness and so forth
but  perhaps  for  a  few it  might  serve  as  an  inspiration  to  attempt  such  a  different
undertaking, to recover a realm that is harder and harder to recover, not because it is
hard the fact that per se we ought to re-establish intimacy with our own nature but
because we get ever more numbed in our screenified lives, a new life in which each of
us becomes more and more themselves a screen without depth.

Rather than keep on looking at these blinding mirrors we are provided with, rather than
staring at these walls of light, turning the eyes inward, slowly in the darkness a whole
realm will emerge, a realm with actual true dimensions and realm we ought to learn to
inhabit once more.

  


